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ABSTRACT

The existing tax models in nautical tourism, different for an individual country, contain various 
additional taxes already analyzed in scientific researches, while the characteristics and impacts of 
occupancy tax have been left neglected. The aim of the paper is to examine the impact of occupancy 
tax on the competitiveness of the price policy in nautical tourism within the Mediterranean countries, 
by performing the comparative analysis of tax models between the European Union member states 
and other Mediterranean countries. The results obtained have shown different and hardly comparable 
tax models, determined by the strategic orientation of the individual country in nautical tourism. The 
charges of the representatives of two target groups, the occupancy tax prices in Montenegro and similar 
models in Croatia and Greece have been compared, where the research findings indicated Montenegro as 
more competitive than the two other EU countries in all categories of the analysis. The obtained results 
have neglected other destinations comparative advantages mainly favorable to the EU countries having 
excellent development perspectives. The small scale participation of the occupancy tax in the overall 
tax model should not allow long-term outflow of the users in the European Union’s nautical tourism 
due to short-term revenue growth. The obtained results have neglected other destinations comparative 
advantages mainly favorable to the EU countries, having excellent development perspectives.

1 Introduction

The paper aims at presenting the impact of the 
European Union (EU) member states taxation models ex-
amining the competitiveness factor in the Mediterranean 
by performing the comparison with the non-European 
Union countries primarily related to the occupancy tax 
in nautical tourism. The occupancy tax is a form of addi-
tional levy participating in the overall price of the service 
in nautical tourism and typically charged per person and 
realized overnight stay in various types of tourist accom-
modations (European Commission, 2017b). Some desti-
nations have introduced a form of tourist tax which has 
evolved as a significant source of revenue for the local 
community (Aguiló, 2003) or a mechanism for compen-
sating the negative environmental implications created by 
tourism activities (do Valle et al., 2012). The balance be-
tween the increase in competitiveness on the market and 
the implementation of additional taxes is considered es-
sential for the sustainable development of the prosperous 
tourism segment. As a subsector of coastal and maritime 
tourism, the influence of nautical tourism in the European 

Union is reflected in the yearly revenue of 28 billion eu-
ros, generating 234,000 jobs (European Commission, 
2017c). The nautical tourism term is accompanied by 
the terminological variations and confusion (Horak, et 
al., 2006) comprising both yachting, boating, sailing and 
recreational boating and fishing which are often con-
sidered synonyms (Mikulić et al., 2012), given the fact 
that the term nautical tourism is still not sufficiently 
defined by the European Union or the United Nations’ 
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) (Moreno and 
Otamendi, 2017; Luković, 2007). The authors have used 
the term nautical tourism for a category of higher rank 
encompassing the other specific subcategories as the ac-
tivities of users with boats and yachts on and by water 
(Jovanović et al., 2016), and in that form has been used 
in the paper to facilitate the understanding. The enor-
mous potential of this prosperous sector has been rec-
ognized by the European Commission in the guidelines 
of Blue Growth Strategy and the European Strategy for 
more Growth and Jobs in Coastal and Maritime Tourism 
supporting the sustainable growth and focusing on the 
skills, innovation, safety and environmental protection 
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(European Commission, 2012; European Commission, 
2017a). The plans and strategies are aiming to increase 
the destination competitiveness and capitalize the grow-
ing and prosperous industry. Nautical tourism stimulates 
economic development and creates a multiplicative effect 
on other business segments connecting them horizon-
tally and vertically, especially important for the undevel-
oped or slowly developing regions (Luković et al., 2013). 
The nautical tourism market, along with the ports in this 
type of industry, is evolving in the Mediterranean, show-
ing an upward trend on the global scale (Kovačić et al., 
2015). The most prominent destinations of nautical tour-
ism in Europe are situated along the Mediterranean coast 
(European Commission, 2017b) generating approximate-
ly half of the sectors’ economic output and employment 
(European Commission, 2017a). 

2 Owerview of the Previous Research

A limited research on the importance of European 
occupancy tax has been found in academic literature 
(European Commission, 2017b), even less explicitly re-
lated to occupancy tax in nautical tourism or complemen-
tary areas like yachting, boating, recreational boating and 
crafts or sailing. The majority of the data has been taken 
from the national legislation of individual countries and 
their tax policy on occupancy tax in nautical tourism as 
in the case of Croatia, Montenegro, Slovenia, Italy, Spain, 
France and Greece, while the global databases have been 
used for the analysis of other countries primarily as for 
the lack of data. As in the case of nautical tourism nomen-
clature diversity the occupancy tax term retrieved from 
the research performed by the European Commission 
occurred in diverse forms particularly as tourist tax, ac-
commodation tax, sojourn tax, and others. The occupan-
cy tax has been explained in detail as a segment of the 
general taxation policy in the document provided by the 
European Commission (2017), determining the impact of 
taxes on the competitiveness of European tourism with-
out directly referring to nautical tourism. Moreno and 
Otamendi (2017) gave the overview of the tax regime ap-
plied to nautical tourism in Spain and the Balearic Islands, 
indicating high rates and levies on users, especially in 
the charter industry making the destination less com-
petitive than other European destinations situated in the 
Mediterranean. The research of Vukić et al. (2018) exam-
ined the competitiveness of the Croatian sojourn tax, com-
paring it with the nautical tourism cruising tax in Greece. 
The paper has presented the foundation of the analysis 
of occupancy tax in nautical tourism from a price com-
petitiveness perspective. Aguiló et al. (2005) estimated 
the elasticity of the accommodation tax on the Balearic 
Islands while do Valle et al. (2012) examined the impact of 
the accommodation tax utilized for environmental protec-
tion in Algarve, a Portuguese tourist destination. Gago et 
al. (2009) discussed the application of general and specific 
forms of levies when performing tourist activities, justify-

ing them with the environmental and economic benefits 
to the economy of Spain. The research was performed by 
the analysis of the tourist tax having similar characteris-
tics as the occupancy tax in nautical tourism. All the cited 
authors dealt with the analysis of stationary tourist rather 
than of the nautical tourism users. A great number of sci-
entific papers have been found related to the analysis of 
the Croatian nautical tourism of almost every segment of 
the business orientation. Baldigara and Mamula (2012) 
provided the list of legal acts related to tourism, mention-
ing also the obligation to compensate the sojourn tax on 
accommodation services while Bratić et al. (2012) studied 
the competitiveness of Croatian tax system and its influ-
ence on the development of the tourism sector. None of the 
authors discussed the taxation policy of the occupancy tax 
in nautical tourism as a singular indicator of competitive-
ness. Diakomihalis and Lagos (2008) studied the impact of 
yachting on macroeconomic values of the Greek economy, 
presenting the overall benefits of the industry without the 
specific analysis of the occupancy tax. 

3 Nautical Tourism Occupancy Tax in the 
Mediterranean

Occupancy tax in nautical tourism is, relatively, mod-
estly represented in European fiscal practice. Starting 
from different positions, economic development, tradition, 
and experiences, the interpretation and application of this 
tax in the Mediterranean countries differ from those in the 
EU and non-EU members, but also among the EU countries 
as well.

3.1 An Overview of Nautical Tourism Occupancy Tax

A tax system is often considered as a factor of competi-
tiveness influencing the development of the tourism sector 
(Bratić et al., 2012). Taxes are an important part of the na-
tional revenue used for financing the overall product and 
service as well as investments in infrastructure (European 
Commission, 2017b). The British Tourist Authority (1998) 
indicated that sensitivity of the increase and the reduction 
of the tax rate had repercussions on the service user when 
choosing a destination of interest. The aim is to strengthen 
the benefits and its contribution to the macro-regional and 
micro-regional tourism revenue and economy in general, 
with a special attention to the sensitive aspects of nauti-
cal tourism related to environmental protection, sustain-
able development, socio-cultural aspects and others. The 
implementation of a fair and optimal tax system, stimu-
lating the users in the industry should also be considered 
when determining the range of tax prices. Lipton (1999) 
discussed if the extremely high taxes influence the boaters 
selection of the destination and the necessary improve-
ment in the already provided services. Increasing and in-
troducing the additional levies in the tourism sector can 
lead to negative repercussions on the destinations price 
competitiveness (European Commission 2017b). The re-
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search performed by the European Commission (2017b) 
pointed out the importance of supporting regulatory en-
vironment when intending to increase the growing mar-
ket segment, mainly related to tourism, where taxation 
represents an essential part in achieving the prescribed 
goals. The research was made upon 28 European Union 
member states analyzing the main tourism-related taxes, 
fees, and levies where occupancy tax represents a charge 
paid on short-term residences in diverse accommodation. 
The model of occupancy tax is most frequently applied per 
person using on the per night basis. It is important to note 
the small range of participation of the occupancy tax in the 
overall price of accommodation, which is often unfairly 
neglected given its sensitivity especially in the terms of a 
drastically increase in the levy upon users. Similar models 
of an occupancy tax in nautical tourism were implemented 
in various forms by most of the countries throughout the 
Mediterranean. These taxes were mainly the reaction of 
individual governments on the global financial crisis pre-
scribing the measures to increase the duties and taxes on 
the users of boats and yachts and their owners, enabling 
the influx of additional income. As the main competitors 
in nautical tourism are situated in the Mediterranean, each 
individual occupancy tax model was presented to compare 
and determine the competitiveness among EU and non-EU 
countries. The overview of the occupancy tax models in 
the Mediterranean is shown in Table 1.

3.2 Nautical Tourism Occupancy Tax in the 
Mediterranean EU Countries

Nautical tourism represents an industry of strategic 
importance for the Croatian national economy and one 
of the fastest growing segments of tourism (Vukić et al., 
2018). Baldigara and Mamula 2012 indicated the exist-
ence of Sojourn tax Act, a legal act interconnected with the 
legal framework of Croatian tourism, which prescribed the 
obligation of compensating the sojourn tax. It is a form of 

occupancy tax prescribed for boat owners and their guests 
staying and sleeping on board their crafts, paying the lump 
sum rate combing two variables, the craft length and du-
ration of stay. All crafts longer than 5 meters with built-in 
beds used for vacation, recreation and cruising, excluding 
a nautical tourism craft, used in commercial purposes for 
vacation and recreation, and a craft for multi-day cruising 
in which nautical tourism services are provided (charter, 
cruising), charged on the realized overnight stay, are obli-
gated to pay the sojourn tax (Croatian Parliament, 2008). 
The sojourn tax revenue represents an income of the tour-
ist boards on the national, regional and local level used to 
promote Croatian tourism and to improve the conditions 
for tourists to stay in a tourist resort. The research of 
Vukić et al. (2018) demonstrated the drastically increase 
in the sojourn tax prices for the year 2018 in the segment 
of nautical tourism, resulting in the potential departure of 
the users in this industry, especially if imposing additional 
taxes is not accompanied by the improvement of service 
and consumer’s value for money. The sensitivity of the in-
crease in the overall price and, proportionally, in the tax, 
has an impact on the consumer’s behaviour, having the po-
tential to reduce the destination competitiveness. 

The legal framework of the Republic of Slovenia pre-
scribes the payment obligation of the tourist tax for boat 
and yachts owners as the annual flat rate (lump sum) ac-
cording to the craft length multiplied by the number and 
value of the point, determined by the Government of 
Slovenia, which for January 2015 amounted to 0.115 € 
per point (Municipality of Piran, 2018). When perform-
ing the comparison of Slovenia with other countries in the 
Mediterranean, the shorter coastline and competitive pric-
es should be assumed. 

In 2011, the Italian government introduced the 
berthing tax on yachts implied to Italian and foreign-
owned yachts over 10 meters in length berthing in Italian 
ports, navigating or mooring at anchor in Italian waters 
(Lorenzon and Coles, 2012). The berthing tax was calcu-

Table 1 Overview of the Occupancy Tax Model in the Mediterranean Countries (EU and non-EU)

COUNTRY OCCUPANCY TAX  
IN NAUTICAL TOURISM

CHARACTERISTICS OF OTHER LEVIES ON BOAT 
AND YACHT OWNERS AND USERS

EU COUNTRIES
Croatia sojourn tax

Slovenia tourist tax
Italy / ownership-based tax (abolished)

Spain / high taxes on possession and use of boats and yachts 
in nautical tourism (matriculation tax)

France sojourn tax 
(depending on the region)

high value added tax (VAT) on fuel and insurance 
taxes for the crew

Greece cruising tax (not yet in full application)
NON-EU COUNTRIES

Montenegro sojourn tax
Turkey / competitive tax rates
Israel / high taxes and VAT
Egypt / stimulating tariffs 
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lated and payable based on the length of the yacht and 
multiplied by the prescribed amount of charge on an an-
nual basis. After the drastic reduction in the flow of for-
eign yachts in Italian marinas that sailed off to the foreign 
shores (Nigro and Nigro, 2014), the Italian Parliament 
amended the berthing tax and implemented the new own-
ership based tax on yachts implied only to Italian owned 
yachts with a minimum length of 10 meters, excluding all 
foreign-owned yachts from paying the tax. This modified 
tax was also charged as an annual charge according to the 
craft length. This taxation model of an ownership-based 
tax was changed again a year later with the Ordinance en-
titled “Decreto del fare”, eliminating the tax for crafts of a 
length below 14 meters, while reducing the previous tax 
amounts on yachts from 14.01 meter to 20 meters by 50% 
(Puopolo, 2012; 2014). The repercussions of the imple-
mentation of additional taxes were evident in the results 
of the Nautical Tourism Report in 2013, the annual publi-
cation which analyses the nautical tourism sector in Italy, 
where business indicators suffered a drastic decrease. The 
negative trend was especially significant in the categories 
of annual berthing contracts which recorded a 26% de-
crease, while a 34% decrease was registered for berthing 
in Italian ports in transit, 39% less revenues for public-
owned berths, 56% less for spending at the destination 
and a 21% registered loss of the turnover in the charter 
sector which had an direct impact on more than 10,000 
jobs in nautical tourism (Osservatorio Nautico Nazionale, 
2013). Moreover, it was estimated that 40,000 users of 
nautical tourism, discouraged by new taxes, departed 
from Italy in the period from 2011 to 2013 (Osservatorio 
Nautico Nazionale, 2016). The ownership based tax was 
finally abolished in 2015 when the nautical market re-
covery was immediately apparent recording the increase 
in almost all business segments, however, still below the 
trends registered before the global financial crisis and the 
implementation of additional duties (UCINA, 2016). 

According to Luković et al. (2013), nautical tourism is 
an important segment of the economy of Spain having de-
veloped one of the most dominant and best models of sus-
tainable development of coastal and tourist destinations. 
Besides the global economic crisis, yachting has increased 
in Spain in the last years evolving as the strategic sector for 
the Spanish economy (Mestre Abogados, 2015). Moreno 
and Otamendi (2017) emphasized high taxes on the pos-
session and use of recreational boats in Spain’s nautical 
tourism having rigid bureaucratic procedures. Besides the 
21% of the VAT, nautical tax for navigation assistance, the 
“T-5” rate for recreational and sports boats and 4% of tax 
on capital transfers, Spain introduced a special tax on cer-
tain means of transport known as “Matriculation tax” as 
the only country applying the state tax. Levied at the rate 
of 12% on the yacht’s value, the matriculation tax refers to 
all privately owned yachts of 8 meters or more in length 
which are used in Spanish territorial waters, registered 
in Spain by a Spanish resident or by a holder of a resident 
permit in Spain (Lorenzon and Coles, 2012). The amend-
ments from the year 2013 prescribed by Law 38/92 on 

Special Tax which regulates the Tax on Certain Means of 
Transports, determined the exemption of the tax on yachts 
over 15 meters in length (LOA) stimulating the chartering 
market of the superyacht category to the interested en-
trepreneurs (Spanish Law, 2012). However, if the yacht is 
owned or used by the non-Spanish resident in Spanish wa-
ters and not registered in Spain, there is no liability to the 
matriculation tax (Lorenzon and Coles, 2012). Regarding 
the Spanish tax and legal rules in force, the differentiated 
processes of additional tax applications in tourism should 
be emphasized among Spanish regions causing a large lev-
el of uncertainty.

The literature related to the French sojourn tax in nau-
tical tourism shows lack of available data, where the gath-
ered data are often inconsistent and incomprehensible. 
The sojourn tax or “tax de séjour“ in French, applicable 
to all boats and yachts at a berth regardless to their size, 
was introduced by the Marseille municipal council for the 
year 2016, prescribing the obligation to compensate the 
amount of 0.20 euros per day with an available 50% dis-
count (La Provence, 2017). The equivalent tariff of sojourn 
tax for owners staying and sleeping on board the crafts 
was also introduced by the City of Caen (Cote Caen, 2012). 
The French regulation on yachts prescribed the annual 
yacht tax levied on pleasure yachts and boats registered in 
France called “Droit de navigation” (Lorenzon and Coles, 
2012), for residents owning or operating a foreign flagged 
craft over 7 meters long or equipped with an engine over 
22 fiscal horsepower (HP) (about 180HP real) (Bateaux, 
2017). The amount of this annual tax is calculated on the 
overall hull length and combined fiscal horsepower of 
the engine(s), but the French government adjusted the 
tax in 2012 by increasing the price and creating a model 
of higher horsepower base while compensating it with a 
reduction in the length calculation. One of the largest ob-
stacles for the proper development of the French yachting 
are large taxes upon users in nautical tourism, evident in 
the VAT on fuel and insurance taxes for the crew. The VAT 
on yacht fuel sales has amounted to an enormous 20%, so 
that bunkering is usually avoided in France in compari-
son to the neighboring countries. The other segment is 
the amount of the insurance tax for the crew, based on the 
new requirement for social security payments intended 
for all non-French seafarers (crew) based in France, where 
the craft owners are obliged to compensate these levies 
which increased from 15 to 55% of their wages. The reper-
cussions were evident in the 30% decline in the number of 
arrivals at the Saint Tropez marina and a 40% decrease at 
the marina in Toulon (Daily Beast, 2017). There is an in-
tention from the Government to import a new tax on luxu-
ry yachts, supercars and precious metals in France’s 2018 
budget, replacing the French wealth tax, additionally bur-
dening the yachting industry (The Local, 2017).

From the occupancy tax standpoint in nautical tourism, 
Greece implemented the cruising tax in 2014, represent-
ing a new duty for all private and commercial leisure crafts 
over 7 meters cruising in Greek waters. The duty was in-
corporated in the Greek Law in 2016 as well as the newly 
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amended law, the Law on the Cruising Tax (TEPAI), which 
was introduced in 2018, but until now the full applica-
tion of the tax has not yet entered into practice. The aim of 
this tax was obviously the revitalization of the struggling 
economy, devastated by the impact of the global financial 
crisis, and the possibility of the additional revenue from 
a profitable and prosperous business. Furthermore, the 
implementation of the similar taxes in the Mediterranean 
had an impact on the Greek government to maintain com-
petitiveness among countries (Vukić et al., 2018).

3.3 Nautical Tourism Occupancy Tax in 
Mediterranean Non-EU Countries

Montenegro has positioned its nautical tourism as an 
activity of strategic interest for the national economy. The 
Government prescribed the obligation to pay residence 
tax for owners of nautical tourism leisure crafts, boats, 
and yachts residing in Montenegro in the form of a flat 
rate (lump sum) according to the crafts length and the 
tourists’ length of stay on board the nautical tourism lei-
sure crafts. The tax is similar to the model used in Croatia 
(Government of Montenegro, 2016). 

As indicated by Luković et al. (2013), the strategic ori-
entation of Turkey is related towards the development of 
tourism and nautical tourism, especially yachting. Sariisik 
et al. (2011) stated the high potential of Turkish yacht-
ing tourism exploiting the comparative advantages mani-
fested in the long coastline, natural resources and quality 
of accommodation services. The Turkish marinas created 
competitive prices in the yachting industry, lower than 
those in the North-western Mediterranean by 40% to 
60%, and 30% lower than the Greek marinas and comple-
mentary to those prices in the Eastern Adriatic countries 
(Diakomihalis, 2007). Moreover, there is no VAT for the 
services of yachting managements in Turkey (Tandogan, 
1998). The Turkish government stimulated the domicile 
yacht owners using foreign national flags to facilitate the 
change to the Turkish flag in 2009 with numerous meas-
ures, like the reduction of Special Consumption Tax (SCT) 
on yacht sales from 8% to zero, VAT for the purchase of 
yachts and all products both imported and locally manu-
factured from 18% to 1% (Inal Law Office, 2017), while 
increasing the Private Consumption Tax (PCT) to 23% for 
the yacht sales in 2017 (Daily Sabah, 2017). The available 
literature indicates that there are no additional taxes upon 
owners and their guests on board leisure crafts sailing in 
Turkish waters for recreational and private purposes, as 
opposite to commercial activities, making the destination 
preferable from the user’s economic aspect and imposed 
supplementary charges.

When valorizing the nautical tourism activities in 
Israel, a lack of available research data is evident, espe-
cially when analyzing the taxation model used for nautical 
tourism, so this should be emphasized for the research. 
Recreational boating and yachting, a subsegment of nau-
tical tourism, is besides shipping, energy production and 
fishing, one of the most important marine activities in 

Israel (Goffredo and Dubinsky, 2014). The Israeli Ministry 
of Finance introduced the tax on luxury items, a wealth 
tax, in 2014 which included airplanes, quad bikes and 
yachts and other items. It was related to private boat and 
yacht owners and amounted to 15% of the value of the 
craft imported to Israel with the additional 17% of VAT 
levied to both Israeli and foreign-flagged crafts (Globes, 
2017). A foreign-flagged craft staying in Israel for less than 
3 months is exempted by the tax, but after three months is 
obliged to compensate the tax prescribed by the law in the 
total amount of 34.55%. From the analysis of the available 
data, it can be concluded that Israel too does not impose 
additional levies upon users in nautical tourism.

The additional charges in the taxation systems of some 
African countries performing nautical tourism activities in 
the Mediterranean like Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, and Tunis, 
as well as Lebanon representing the Middle East, were 
analyzed to demonstrate the price policy directed to the 
users in nautical tourism. The analysis of occupancy tax 
prices in developing non-EU countries of this specific seg-
ment of tourism was intended to demonstrate discrepancy 
in comparison with the EU countries. Algeria, Morocco, 
Cyprus, and Egypt are responsible for 6% of the total de-
mand for services in the Mediterranean (Diakomihalis, 
2007). Only the main characteristics of the nautical tour-
ism tax model, as a result of the shortage of relevant data, 
were demonstrated for Egypt. The data for other countries 
were left unavailable. The Government of Egypt is gradu-
ally investing in the prosperous nautical tourism in both 
new nautical tourism ports and accompanying nautical 
tourist facilities. The demand in nautical tourism in Egypt, 
comprising yachts and other crafts, has grown in recent 
years when the Egyptian government reduced the customs 
duties for all imported yachts and other crafts in 2005 
to almost 90%. The trend showed a significant increase 
in the yacht sales in the later years, particularly when a 
change in sale tax was also implemented and reduced 
from 45% to 5% (Nautech, 2017). It can be assumed that 
neither country has imposed additional charges on own-
ers and users of crafts in nautical tourism for accommoda-
tion purposes. 

Vukić et al. (2018) indicated the existence of tax oa-
sis in the Mediterranean. Malta and Gibraltar have po-
sitioned their business orientation to nautical tourism 
activities offering lower levies of the VAT and lower 
berth prices drawing the attention for the users in nau-
tical tourism. The demand for services of these two 
Mediterranean territories can be expected in the future 
giving the optimization of the users cost as a global disci-
pline and philosophy.

4 Discussion

Compared to other taxes, occupancy tax represents 
a small proportion of the overall levies on users in tour-
ism, but is significant to the consumer when choosing 
a destination to stay affecting its behaviour. This form 
of additional tax has a purpose to increase the revenue 
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and to compensate the reduced budget deficit. It is often 
used to invest in the infrastructure and promotion of the 
destination justifying it with the negative consequences 
arising with the increased tourist flow and impact on the 
environment and quality of everyday living (European 
Commission, 2017b). 

The change in the segment of occupancy tax or the 
implementation of additional levies could lead to the de-
parture of the nautical tourism users, as in the Italian ex-
ample, but most likely it shall lead to the shorter stay in 
nautical tourism ports and marinas and possible lower 
consumption at the destination. The negative consequenc-
es would be manifested especially if the increase in tax is 
not accompanied by the proportional investment in the 
overall service and product or the users’ value of money. 
The nautical tourism price elasticity in the demand for 
services is something that policy makers should consid-
er and integrate into the planned activities when deter-
mining the destinations strategy. Only a fair and optimal 
amount of occupancy tax incorporated in the final price 
of the service can lead to the sustainable development of 
the prosperous sector, while, simultaneously, concern-
ing for the environmental protection, societal impact and 
generating economic benefits of a tourist destination 
(Lapko, 2016). When determining the destination to stay 
at, the user comprises the natural and climate resources 
firstly, but the additional levies could lead to a probable 
change in overall perception and possible preference of 
the destination. 

The overview of the taxation policy in the Mediter-
ranean has demonstrated dissimilarity in the creation of 
tax models on the users in nautical tourism. The aim has 
been to analyze and study the competitiveness of occu-
pancy tax, but the analysis has been performed only with 
those countries having implemented the tax. The current 
approach on taxing the nautical tourism accommodation 
activities of some individual EU countries like Italy, France 
and Spain and the majority of non-EU countries, except 
Montenegro, has also been presented. The analysis of 
main nautical tourism EU countries in the Mediterranean 
has shown several modes of occupancy tax on the users of 
boats and yachts like in Croatia, Slovenia, Greece and some 
regions in France, while Italy abolished the controversial 
ownership tax in 2015. On the other hand, Spain, as one 
of the countries with the highest levies in nautical tour-
ism, has not implemented the occupancy tax on vessels. 
The fact that overall levies are already burdening the us-
ers in nautical tourism can justify this measure. The coun-
tries outside the EU, from the standpoint of additional 
levies, are faced with the simplified administration espe-
cially in the segment of EU tax regime and reduced VAT on 
fuel. The established nautical tourism countries like Italy, 
France, and Spain and their comparative natural, cultural, 
and other advantages in nautical tourism will surely re-
main the main user’s motivation when choosing a desti-
nation to stay at. These countries are expected to remain 
competitive in the Mediterranean while the high taxes, like 
in the case of France and Spain, could become the main 

obstacle for the desired expansion and acquisition of addi-
tional consumers. Italy, once faced with the extremely high 
additional taxes is now recovering slowly, gradually re-
storing the users’ trust and stimulating the nautical tour-
ism with lower taxes. This exodus of the users from Italian 
marinas and nautical tourism ports should serve as an ex-
ample for price and policy makers in other countries with 
desired activities and profit in nautical tourism. Concerning 
Turkey, the autonomy and shift from the EU legislation, high 
interest in the industry and stimulating taxes and prices are 
the main advantages for the development of nautical tour-
ism activities. Turkey has been increasingly investing in 
this prosperous tourism segment evident in the presence of 
Doğuş Group, one of the leading conglomerates of Turkey, 
and its marinas in Croatia and Greece. A further market 
penetration and a rise in the competitiveness of Turkish 
nautical tourism conducive to tax environment can be ex-
pected. Israel has created an opposite approach in nautical 
tourism increasing the levies on users not capitalizing on 
the prosperous market. The other countries are expected 
to create a favourable tax environment in nautical tourism 
which should expand proportionally with the development 
of the entire economic system. 

When performing the analysis upon four non-EU coun-
tries in the Mediterranean and upon other African and 
Middle East countries where the lack of data occurred, it 
is evident that only Montenegro charges the users with 
sojourn tax when using crafts for accommodation in inter-
nal and territorial waters. Surely, Montenegro has highly 
invested in nautical tourism which has become one of the 
strategic sectors for the national economy, while the oth-
er countries are still faced with several obstacles, mainly 
geopolitical, in the internal or external environment thus 
affecting the nautical tourism development. When com-
paring the EU Member States with the countries outside 
of the EU in the segment of nautical tourism occupancy tax 
in the Mediterranean, the disproportion of the price policy 
in the two entities is evident, with Montenegro as an only 
representative of the non-EU countries having implement-
ed sojourn tax in nautical tourism. Despite it, such constel-
lations affect the acquisition of the competitive advantage 
over individual EU member states already influenced by 
the stimulating berth price policy of the countries outside 
the EU, thus increasing its own nautical tourist flows. The 
tendency to isolate the input of the taxation model in the 
research, having the objective to indicate the competitive-
ness of a small segment of business, should also be empha-
sized, neglecting the other comparative advantages and 
disadvantages of individual countries in nautical tourism.

 The comparison of occupancy tax prices of the two en-
tities has been taken to analyze the pricing policy of ad-
ditional levies in nautical tourism. The similarity between 
Croatia and Greece, in terms of the length of the indented 
coast and an overall number of boats and yachts in their 
marinas, and with the Montenegrin similar tax model, a 
residence tax, gave and enabled a favorable foundation for 
the selection of variables performed in the analysis. The 
main objective has been to assess the competitive factor 
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of the three countries regarding the occupancy tax with 
the analysis of individual model prices. As for the position 
of Slovenia, due to its shorter coast and the incomparable 
charges, the analysis has been unsuitable and not applica-
ble for the analysis. The preparation of the data required 
the modification of cruising tax prices in Greece to a spe-
cific category of crafts length in order to compare it with 
the Montenegrin sojourn tax. It has been performed by 
creating an average price for the specific category of crafts 
length according to the combination of the individual 
prices of the crafts length. Regarding the comparison of 
the Croatian sojourn tax in nautical tourism with an oc-
cupancy tax in Montenegro, the existing and prescribed 
categories of the crafts length have been taken for the 
comparison regardless of the minor difference which has 
been insignificant for the research. The aim has been to 
assess the range of difference in the occupancy tax pric-
es of the EU countries as compared to those prices of the 
representative country outside the EU, rather than to the 
absolute values. The comparison has been carried out by 
combining two variables: the duration of the stay, and the 
length of the craft. The variable of the duration of stay has 
been compared regarding the monthly and annual charge, 
with the selected crafts length varying from 11 to 15 me-
ters, from 16 to 20 meters and over 20 meters in length. 
Some of the variables of the Croatian and Greek occupancy 
taxes in nautical tourism have been adjusted to perform 
the comparison. Furthermore, the premise of the applica-
tion of cruising tax in Greece has also been taken into anal-
ysis. The results obtained are presented in Table 2.

The results have shown the evident discrepancy be-
tween the two territories and legal entities, one outside 
the EU zone and two countries as constitutional parts of 
the European Union. While the occupancy tax prices as a 
monthly charge in nautical tourism are two to eight times 

higher for the EU Member States, the differences based 
on the annual charge are astonishingly twelve to almost 
twenty times higher in Croatia and Greece. The results 
have shown that Montenegro is more competitive than 
both Croatia and Greece in all segments taken into this 
analysis. Moreover, the analysis between the EU countries 
has shown that Greece is more competitive than Croatia 
for the monthly charge in all categories of the analyzed 
crafts length, while Croatia is more competitive in the tax 
prices based on the annual charge for all categories of the 
crafts. The difference of small-scale, most to two times, be-
tween these two EU countries is something that has been 
expected for the research findings. 

The price policy in nautical tourism depends on nu-
merous conditions in the market taking into account the 
performance indicators, capacity of ports, attractiveness 
of the destination, elasticity of supply and demand and 
other accompanying tourist services, so the price diversity 
can be anticipated in the various categories of the crafts 
length and duration of stay. Surely, the comparison of nau-
tical tourism in Croatia and Greece, a two similar coun-
tries, with Montenegro is imbued with diversity in various 
categories of individual comparative advantages, but the 
drastically dissimilarity in the prices of the EU and non-
EU countries is something that one could question when 
determining the true intention of creating these prices. 
Having the insight into occupancy tax charges, the ques-
tion arises whether the Montenegrin price policy and the 
price policy of other non-EU countries analyzed in this pa-
per, are created as a possibility to utilize the non-EU tax 
regime and legislation and its competitive advantage in 
the creation of the unique and stimulating prices of oc-
cupancy tax as well as other taxes in the nautical tourism 
market, while considering also the possibility of dumping 
occupancy tax prices in order to remain more competitive 

Table 2 Comparison of the Residence Tax in Montenegro with the Sojourn Tax in Croatia and Cruising Tax in Greece (Slovenian Tourist Tax Incomparable)

DURATION 
OF STAY

VESSELS  
LENGTH

RESIDENCE TAX
MONTENEGRO

(€)

SOJOURN TAX
CROATIA

(€)

DIFFERENCE
MNG vs. CRO

(%)

CRUISING TAX
 GREECE

(€)

DIFFERENCE
MNG vs. GRE

(%)

Monthly 
charge

11 – 15 meters 25 214* -856 108*** -432

16 – 20 Meters 40 267** -667.5 144**** -360

over 20 meters 70 401 -572.9 184***** -262.9

Annual 
charge

11 – 15 meters 80 1029* -1,286.3 1296,3*** -1,620.4

16 – 20 meters 100 1283** -1,283 1728**** -1,728

over 20 meters 120 1939 1,615.8 2208***** -1,840

TOURIST TAX SLOVENIA
DURATION 

OF STAY VESSELS
LENGHT

NUMBER OF 
POINTS

VALUE OF THE 
POINT 2015 (€)

TOTAL
(€)

INCOMPARABLE
Monthly 
charge

up to 10 m
over 10 m

800
1200 0,115

92.00
138.00

*average price for the category from 12 to 15 meters in length; ** average price for the category from 15 to 20 meters in length; *** average price 
calculated from the individual prices for crafts of 12, 13, 14 and 15 meters in length; **** average price from the individual prices for crafts of 16, 17, 
18, 19 and 20 meters in length; ***** average price from the individual prices for crafts of 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 meters in length
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and preferably as a destination to stay at. These indica-
tions can also be associated with the tax oasis, mentioned 
in the first paragraph of the paper, and in other segments 
of nautical tourism, but not at the occupancy tax level. 
Lowering the tax rates and prices on users, as in the case 
of Gibraltar and Malta, can result with the increase in the 
demand for services and consumption, but also in the neg-
ative consequences of the denial of the fair and equal com-
petition among other nautical tourism destinations in the 
Mediterranean, where the price mechanism should corre-
spond, or at least, be similar to other models. 

The enormous discrepancy in prices and taxes be-
tween the EU and non-EU countries, in favour of the lat-
ter, could develop into a potential threat for the future 
development of nautical tourism and competitiveness in 
the EU, having in mind the cost optimization as a main 
policy on the global market. Surely, the favourable natural 
and climate characteristics of a destination as well as the 
geopolitical environment and other parameters of a desti-
nation should influence on the selection of the country of 
stay, but the difference in the tax regime could have an im-
pact on the consumer’s behaviour (Bratić et al., 2012). The 
non-EU countries are evolving in the nautical tourism sec-
tor ennobling the supply of products and services, so their 
favorable tax policy could lead to a rise in competitiveness 
and in the acquisition of an additional market share. The 
optimization of cost, as a consumer’s philosophy and dis-
cipline, will become more prominent having a direct im-
pact on the destination competitiveness, promoting the 
destinations outside the Union as well as in tax oases, like 
Malta and Gibraltar, offering lower tax rates and increas-
ing the consumption at the destination.

5 Conclusion

Occupancy tax in the Mediterranean is a small part of 
the tax system established in accordance to the efforts of 
individual countries to attract users to their marinas, but it 
can also be an indicator of movement on the tourist market. 
It is clear that a certain tax model in nautical tourism is de-
termined by the role of nautical tourism in the development 
strategy of an individual country. Tax models in the nautical 
tourism are very sensitive so that a little imbalance of the 
model can result in the loss of customers. As other taxes, 
the occupancy tax should not be the reason for choosing or 
changing the specific destination. The tax models are dif-
ferent and hard to compare. Only three Mediterranean EU 
member countries (Croatia, Slovenia, and Greece) and one 
non-EU country (Montenegro) are marked as comparable 
due to their occupancy tax model in nautical tourism. Other 
countries compensate it with other taxes. Generally, the EU 
member tax models in nautical tourism are uncompeti-
tive in relation to the same or similar in the Mediterranean 
countries outside the Union as well as in tax oases. The 
same applies to the occupancy tax among the countries 
suitable to compare. The small capacities in Montenegro 
and other Mediterranean non-EU countries marinas, as 

well as the political situation in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
correspond to the countries of the Union that have not lost 
their users so far. In such circumstances, the EU nautical 
tourism has an excellent development perspective, and the 
tax policy, including the occupancy tax in nautical tourism, 
should not allow long-term outflows of customers due to 
the short-term revenue growth.
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